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Abstract. Clustering is a method or process of grouping datasets into various
clusters to produce variations in smaller clusters. Clustering has broad application
fields such as data concept construction, pattern recognition, web search, simpli-
fication, security, and several other areas. Clustering methods are classified into
two types, hierarchies and partitions. The hierarchical clustering method defines
the cluster hierarchy by separating and combining them, whereas the partition-
ing method involves defining and evaluating sections based on criteria. Thus, the
selected clustering algorithm must be efficient. This article focuses on clustering
algorithms for obtaining and processing YouTube Channel Top Data.
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1 Introduction

The hierarchical clustering algorithm can be described as a tree in which the data is. The
root is a single cluster with all the data, whereas the leaves are individual data objects.
There is an intermediary group of subsets of the data between the source (the root) and
the leaf [1, 2]. The main idea of a clustering hierarchy is to make “clusters of clusters”
go up to build a tree [3]. In order to create hierarchical groups, there are primarily two
conceptual techniques. Divisional clustering begins with all the data in a single, huge
group and then breaks it down until each piece of data is in its own small group [4].

Datamining enables the extraction of knowledge from historical data and forecasting
of future events. Data mining includes clustering, the process of grouping things into
groups whose members are related in some way [5]. Clustering can also be defined as
grouping data into classes or clusters so that objects in collections have on [7, 8]. Data
is a collection of facts, images, or behavior that will be studied manually so that it can
predict things that will happen in the future [6]. DataMining is very important and needs
to be done especially for processing extensive data, facilitating the activity of recording a
transaction, pattern, or behavior, and for data warehousing processes to provide accurate
information for users.
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Like Youtube, which applies DataMining to processing data obtained from its users,
Youtube is a web-based application that allows users, viewers, or creators to upload,
watch, and share videos [9]. Youtube implements Data Mining; because of the large
number of Youtube users, the number of videos that continue to be uploaded, and also
the user sees specific videos that they want to watch, automatically have been recorded
by the database owned by Youtube. This data collection is collected and processed,
which in the end, into Big Data. Big Data is a term that describes a large volume of
data; generally, the data is on the internet or can be accessed online; both structured and
unstructured [10]. From the data that has been collected and processed, Youtube then
presents recommended videos to users according to videos that are often watched or
even liked. Using Hierarchy Clustering, YouTube Channel Top Data will be obtained.

The hierarchical clustering method can be done through single Linkage hierarchical
clustering, complete Linkage method, and Average Linkage method [11]. Hierarchical
grouping can also be done through Cure (Clustering Using REpresentatives), BIRCH
Balanced Iterative Reducing and Clustering using Hierarchies, ROCK (RObust Cluster-
ing using Links), CHAMELEONAlgorithm, Linkage Algorithms, Leaders–Subleaders,
bisecting k-Means, all types of hierarchical grouping will remain important for a long
time [1, 12].

Clustering of data the challenge of grouping N Data points into K Groups to reduce
intra-group “difference” metrics, like the Sum of the squares of cluster centers, is known
as the hierarchical clustering approach. Nested cluster sequences, with single-point clus-
ters at the bottom and all-inclusive clusters at the top, can likewise be produced through
hierarchical clustering.

2 Methods

In this article, we will explain some of the definitions and definitions of clustering and
clustering hierarchies and the methods in the clustering hierarchy.

2.1 Clustering

Clustering converts a group of abstract objects into a class of similar things. A group
of data objects can be treated as a group. It is a defined technique for grouping a set
of objects, called clusters, based on their characteristics, thereby finding structures in
unlabeled data.

Most people can also say that grouping is now a part of every area of life. To illustrate
the group, let’s consider an example of a hospital management system in which each
patient is a data object. Patients with similar symptoms may be placed in one general
group because they may need available treatment. This makes it easier for doctors to
treat large numbers of patients in a short time.

Different groups can be compared to clusters with patients in one group as data
items for one collection. The basis of clustering is to partition large data sets into various
similarity-limited domains to make study and analysis; things are simpler because clus-
ters are formed in such a way that the similarity between clusters (similarity between
clusters) is minimum and intra-cluster similarity (similarity within clusters) maximum.
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There are several methods for the clustering process. However, most methods are
part of two broadly defined categories for clustering methodologies, hard clustering,
and soft clustering. Hard clustering is a technique where each data element of a data set
can be part of only one cluster. Also called an exclusive cluster because there will be
no overlapping clusters. One of the most common complex clustering methods is the
K-Means method.

2.2 Hierarchical Grouping Algorithm

The hierarchical clustering algorithm generates hierarchical clusters, and the classifica-
tion of sets depends on whether the hierarchical decomposition is formed in a bottom-up
or top-down style. This results in nested clusters starting with one object as a cluster to
a single cluster with all objects or vice versa.

In general, merging and splitting are carried out by inferring minimum costs. In
the existing literature, the clustering algorithm hierarchy is often represented by a den-
drogram. This simple pictorial representation shows the different stages/sequences in
which clusters are divided or combined. One of the most attractive features of hierarchi-
cal clustering is that the number of clusters to be formed is not fixed at the initial level.
Therefore, the desired number of clusters can be created in this clustering, making it a
flexible approach.

However, the main drawback is that once the merging or splitting process occurs,
making adjustments within a cluster is difficult. So, if the method is not selected in a
good way, it can lead to low-quality clusters. Another problem with this type of clus-
tering is that there is no globally defined function for creating clusters. Since cluster
formulation is a local step described at each stage, no defined process can lead to proper
cluster formation. Hierarchical clustering supports storing data points in the form of a
proximity matrix. This article aims to discuss the hierarchical clustering algorithm in its
implementation using K-NIME and several methods in the clustering hierarchy.

The following are the steps taken to implement the clustering hierarchy:

1. Prepare data where the data used is numeric type data so that it can be used for
distance calculations.

2. Calculate the distance between paired data in the dataset. The calculation method
can be selected based on the data.

3. Create a dendrogram from the distance matrix using a specific linkage method. We
can also try several linkage methods and then choose the best dendrogram.

4. Determine where to cut the tree (with a specific value). This is the stage where the
cluster will be formed.

5. Interpreting the dendrogram that has been obtained.

CURE (Clustering Using Representatives). CURE is the agglomerative hierarchi-
cal clustering algorithm CURE (Clustering Using Representatives) balances the all-
point and centroid approximations. Dataset partitioning is a hierarchical clustering app-
roach called CURE. To manage huge databases, partitioning and random sampling are
combined here [13].
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This procedure involves partitioning a random sample from the dataset, followed
by partial clustering of each partition. In a second pass, the partial clusters are once
more grouped to create the desired clusters. The experiment shows that CURE produces
clusters of substantially higher quality than those produced by other algorithms.

BIRCH (Balanced IterativeReduction andGrouping usingHierarchy). Agglomera-
tive hierarchical clustering technique BIRCH (Balanced Iterative Reduction and Group-
ing using Hierarchy) is ideally suited for huge databases. The number of I/O operations
has been kept to a minimum with this technique. The BIRCH method begins by using
a tree structure to partition objects hierarchically, then employing a different clustering
algorithm to enhance clusters [14].

This method attempts to achieve the highest quality clustering with the available
resources, such as memory and time limits, by progressively and dynamically grouping
the incoming data points. To produce clusters of the highest quality, the BIRCH process
primarily needs to complete four phases. The terms feature clustering and feature tree
clustering (CF Trees), which are used to condense the cluster representation, are intro-
duced in this procedure. For hierarchical clustering, clustering features are stored in CF
Trees, which are tall, balanced trees.

ROCK (Robust Clustering Using Links). A potent agglomerative hierarchical cluster-
ing technique based on the concept of links is called ROCK (Robust Clustering Using
Links). Large data sets can be handled with it as well. ROCK employs linkages between
data points rather than their separation while combining data points [12].

This approach works best for categorical and boolean data properties. The number of
points from various clusters that have the same neighbors determines how comparable
a cluster is according to this technique. Compared to conventional methods, ROCK
generates higher-quality clusters and has strong scalability characteristics.

Link Algorithm: The linking algorithm is a hierarchical agglomeration method
that considers cluster merging based on the distance between clusters. The Single-
Link (S-Link), Average-Link (Ave-Link), and Complete-Link Algorithms are the three
most important Link Kinds (Comlink). In Single-Link, the separation between any two
subgroups is equal to their shortest separation distance [12].

The distance between two subgroups in an Average Link (Ave-Link) is the average
distance between them, whereas in a Complete Link, it is the distance that matters
the most. Single Links (S-Link) have trouble coping with extreme differences in cluster
density and are vulnerable to outliers.On the other hand, it exhibits complete insensitivity
to the size and shape of the cluster.

The mean relationship is sensitive to the shape and size of the cluster. Thus, it can
quickly fail when the cluster has a complex shape that departs from a hyperspherical
form. Full links are not significantly affected by outliers but can break up large groups
and have problems with convex shapes.

Bisecting K-Means (BKMS). In the context of document grouping, Bisecting K-Means
(BKMS) is a divisional hierarchical clustering algorithm [6]. K-means is a division algo-
rithm that consistently selects the partitionwith the greatest overall similarity, determined
by the pairwise similarity of all the points in a cluster [13].
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Halving the K-Means strategy frequently outperforms the traditional K-Means and
Agglomerative clustering procedures, and the procedure usually does not end until the
necessary number of clusters is obtained as described. The BKMS is low computational
cost is a benefit. For grouping huge texts, BKMS was found to perform better than the
K- Means (KMS) agglomerative hierarchical method.

3 Results and Discussion

This dataset contains the Top Youtube channels worldwide, which we will analyze
using K-NIME with the Clustering hierarchy method; this method is very suitable for
clustering. We will enter the dataset image below into the K-NIME application in CSV
format (CommaSeparatedValues) via a reader file that can be opened using theMicrosoft
Excel application, showing in Fig. 1. CSV is a data format in the database where each
record is separated by a comma (,) or a semicolon. In addition to being straightforward,

Fig. 1. YouTube Dataset
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Fig. 2. Hierarchical Clustering Workflow Model

Fig. 3. The incoming data contains seven variables

this format can be opened in several text editors, including Notepad, Wordpad, and
Microsoft Excel.

From the Workflow that we built to get the results, Fig. 2. We can conclude that
this Hierarchical Clustering method starts with all data points in one large cluster, and
the most different data points are divided into sub-clusters until each cluster consists of
precisely one data point. Here is our solution, using the K-NIME application.

From the results of themodelwe created, in the FileReader, there are several columns
such as ranking, YouTuber name or YouTube Channel, subscribers, video views, and
others (Fig. 3).

The Clustering Hierarchy from the following picture results from grouping based on
the highest subscribers.

Figure 4Dendrogram orGroupingwhere theX-axis is the videos view and theY-axis
is the subscribers.

In Fig. 5, Distance or Grouping, the X-axis is subscribers, and the Y-axis is video
views.

Figure 6 shows the cluster as the X-axis in the video view: Blue and Red are
subscribers, and Yellow is the class cluster.

4 Conclusion

Clustering is the process or method of grouping datasets into various clusters to make the
variation within the clusters tiny. In contrast, the hierarchical clustering algorithm can be
described as a tree in which the data is. A clustering algorithm also has a critical role in
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Fig. 4. Dendrogram Display

Fig. 5. Display Distance

Fig. 6. Cluster View

datamining. Several hierarchical clustering algorithms generate hierarchical clusters and
cluster classification. The formation of hierarchical decomposition might be top-down
or bottom-up.

Several methods in the first clustering hierarchy are CURE, BIRCH, ROCK, and
Bisecting K-means (BKMS). For the dataset that we use regarding the most significant
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number of subscribers and viewers, we analyze and implement it using K-NIME with
the clustering hierarchy method. This method is very suitable for grouping clusters with
a more significant number.

Some of the advantages of the clustering hierarchy algorithm:

• Able to describe the closeness between data with the dendrogram
• Quite easy to make
• Can determine the number of clusters formed after the dendrogram is formed.

Some disadvantages of the hierarchical clustering algorithm:

• Cannot analyze categorical data directly
• Not intended to produce an absolute optimal number of clusters
• Sensitive to data that has a different scale, so the data needs to be normal-
ized/standardized first.
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